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Message from the Guest Editors

This special Issue on Cancers is focused on photodynamic
therapy and it would include original articles on aspects
related with treatment of cancer. In particular, research on
photochemical mechanisms, new photosensitizers and
delivery tools, cellular and tissue targets, cellular response
(cell death and survival), vascular damage and immune
response by using different celular and animal models.
Translational work describing the value of PDT alone or in
combination with other treatment modalities in cancer
treatment will also be included.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Cancers is an international online journal addressing both
clinical and basic science issues related to cancer research.
The journal is publishing in Open Access format, which will
certainly evolve to ensure that the journal takes full
advantage of the rapidly changing world of information
and knowledge dissemination. It publishes high-quality
clinical, translational, and basic science research on cancer
prevention, initiation, progression, and treatment, as well
as other related topics, particularly to capture the most
seminal studies in the rapidly growing area of immunology,
immunotherapy, and tumor microenvironment.
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